MISSION:
Educating, training and equipping the world for great commission, reminding people of their equal natural rights in sharing the world, supporting them to reveal their potential and achieve their life goals.

Vision:
To educate, train and transform people’s lives by the power of joint efforts.

SLOGAN:   GIVE ME A HAND

OUR PHILOSOPHY:
Imparting behavioral change by addressing knowledge, skills and attitude gap
This report engulfs the activities carried out in the month of April 2018, it’s has more of success stories, events, academics, mentoring, visits and local publications analysis;

GOFA Founder and Innovation officer were invited to an event by Uganda Christian University research department and faculty of social sciences. It was intercourse sports competition and on this very occasion we got an opportunity to present about GOFA. This presentation yielded fruits of partnering with AIESEC of Uganda Christian University. The partnership agreement is already in our hands and the discussions are going on, only left with our patron (MR. Antoine) to give us his recommendation about the contract.

PICTURES SHOWING UCU INTERCOUSE COMPETITION

The power of art at GOFA we realised that if it is embraced well and inserted in our income generating activity program (IGAP). Through our people’s effort to eradicate poverty in Uganda (PEEPU). Our coaches put more emphasis on making local people start with natural resources surrounding them to put them into use. This is shown in the pictorials below but we are still facing challenges of marketing craft products made by our participants. Ijajja Marriam joined Adult training program and retirement age program and she has a future to live now as seen in the pictures below.
Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa – GOFA we put a girl child and female youths as our first choice, this is because in African traditional setting, culture and believes women are undermined, unrated and discriminated. ‘‘Get up speak out song by local artist Geosteady’’ is an opening song used by GOFA coaches during the power of leadership program (POL) female sessions. This is to make them feel bold and brave to think positively about their status and not to keep quiet in case of female rights violation.

PICTURES OF GOFA FEMALE YOUTHS UNDER POWER OF LEADERSHIP SESSION

GRABEN JUNIOR ACADEMY END OF TERM ONE 2018

The power of joint efforts has revealed itself that when we join hands we creat a strong partner like that of a cobweb and with this we managed to get a place after being inconvinced from the first place we used to operate from. Cudos to GOFA kids, guardians, parents, teachers, coaches, opinion leaders and all GOFA management for making this happen.
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GOFA FOUNDA AND HEADTEACHER            SOME OF GOFA KIDS

INNOVATION DIRECTOR WITH KIDS            GOFA KIDS
In conclusion therefore, Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa- GOFA we shall stick on our mission and vision to make sure that our communities develop starting with young generation. So we are calling upon both international and local partners to join us in this long lasting campaign for generations and generations to come.